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After only three weeks of Season X, it does not take a rocket scientist to see that this 
is one of the most competitive seasons in the history of the BWBL.  There are only 
two teams remaining with a zero in the loss column, and one of them is not Bad 
Meets Evil.   Both Saturday Crush and Bases Loaded remain atop the standings, after 
the Vipers beat BME in a 1-0 pitchers' duel.  BME bounced back and took two from 
the Backdoor Bandits, a very strong team in their own right.  Not surprisingly, many 
of the new teams are having a rough go at it, but only Pat Muth’s Team and the 
Shooting Stars are winless, making the middle of the standings very 
competitive.  This can turn out to be a very exciting race for the last playoff spot, 
with 6 teams making it to the postseason.  So, without further adieu, here are your 
Power Rankings through three weeks. 
 
****Let me preface these rankings with a notice.  I make fun of some teams in this 
Power Ranking.  If you would like to get made fun of less often, try to win more 
often. 
 
1. Bases Loaded (6-0): Definitely the biggest surprise of the 2013 season, winning 
the BWBL Classic and jumping out to a quick 6-0 start to the season.  Curtis Wagner 
has proven to be a huge addition to BL, bringing a great bat and an even better arm 
to their lineup.  Wagner has yet to give up a run in 10 innings and leads his team in 
RBI’s.  Alex Fuchylo has been pitching great, and BL has been getting great run 
production from much of their team, albeit against some of the lower ranked 
teams.  While I’m not sure BL can sustain the undefeated record against some of the 
better teams in the league, I am certain this great start will propel them to a playoff 
spot.  Remember last year when Bases Loaded was the worst team ever? Me neither. 
2. Bad Meets Evil (7-1):  Off to a great start in 2013, BME did break its regular 
season win streak, dropping a 1-0 decision to the Vipers two weeks ago.  BME’s 
pitching has been absolutely stellar, giving up 11 runs in 8 games, but their offense if 
leaving something to be desired.  Offensively, BME ranks 8th in average and is 
mustering only about 6.5 runs per game.  But, with the pitching they are getting 
from Hannon and Loftus Jr., you don’t need a whole lot of batting.  Look for BME to 
continue to cruise into a playoff spot.   
3. Saturday Crush (4-0): Saturday Crush has gotten off to one of the greatest 
offensive starts in the history of sports (look it up, because it’s true), scoring an 
average of 26 runs per game.  Sat Cru has the opposite issue of BME - they are 
absolutely crushing the ball, but haven’t gotten the great pitching they will 
need.  Mark Belles, in 4 games, has 29 RBI’s and Andy Peck is batting a smooth .900, 
which is absurd.  Sure, it was against low ranked teams, and they’ve shown suspect 
sportsmanship with running up the score, but I think it’s just that other teams don’t 
understand how much chicks do really dig the long ball.  The reason I ranked us 
third is because we haven’t played a high-ranked team yet.  Regardless, they will 



find themselves in a playoff spot, as a favorable schedule will likely put them at 8-0 
before a tough matchup with the Bandits.  As for those not in to Sat Cru running up 
the score -- haters gonna hate. 
4. Vipers (4-2):  The Vipers have hit pretty well and pitched pretty well, but have 
had some issues putting it all together.  Doug Novitski, the team’s ace, has been very 
consistent on the mound, putting together a great outing against BME, shutting the 
2012 Champions out in a 1-0 win.  The Vipers definitely need to put up some more 
power numbers, with only two team members with long balls on the season.  If the 
Vipers continue to claw away this season, and continue to hit well and pitch well, 
they will find themselves with a decent seed come the postseason. 
5. Backdoor Bandits (2-2):  Don’t let the Bandits’ record fool you, because this is a 
really good team when everyone is there.  They nearly beat BME in two very close 
games this past week, losing 2 games by a combined 4 runs.  They have a great 
pitching staff – a 5.00 ERA, and a pretty good offense – 12 home runs on the 
season.  If they get decent attendance, look for BB regular Steve Dotzel to carry them 
to a playoff berth.  Don’t forget, BB bet a bunch of teams in the Charity Classic before 
coming up just short, finishing second to Bases Loaded.  I ranked them a bit low for 
one reason – look up Backdoor Bandits on Urban Dictionary and you’ll find out why.   
6. Drunken Ducks (3-2):  The only new team with a winning record at this point in 
the season, DD has shown that they can be competitive with some of the best teams, 
playing Bases Loaded to a 3-0 loss.  They have gotten some decent pitching from 
Rick Wiencek and Drew Brislin, and good offensive production from pretty much 
everyone on their team, which is a good sign.  If they can develop at least one ace, 
they can definitely be competitive in a 3 game series.  The issue, though, will be 
getting to those 3 game series.  If they keep it up, they have a legitimate shot at a 
playoff berth. 
7. PJ’s Windows (1-3): Despite their not-so-great record, PJW has played some 
pretty good games against some very good teams.  They have had one of the 
toughest records so far, drawing BME and the Vipers.  They were able to steal a 
game against the Vipers and played a competitive 2-0 loss to BME, though.  They 
haven’t gotten the run production they would like, but they have seen some good 
pitching.  This could definitely help them in slugfests they will likely find themselves 
in against lower ranked teams, so it might be an advantage to get the tough games 
out of the way early.  So far, they’ve gotten some good pitching from Bob Answini 
and they will need more of it to continue beyond the regular season. 
8. Sweet Browns (2-4): While they easily have the best name in the BWBL, they 
have a lot of holes that they need to address, namely their embarrassingly bad 
pitching.  So far, they’ve managed a 26.19 ERA – if you’re not good at math, that’s 
very bad.  The good news is that they look like they have some pretty decent 
hitters.  The bad news? That’s all of the good news I have.   Pitching practice? Ain’t 
nobody got time for that. 
9. Lynwood All-Stars (2-5): I’m guessing there weren’t a whole lot of all-stars to 
choose from in Lynwood, judging by the performance of the Lynwood All-Stars so 
far this year.  Their two wins were against the Shooting Stars, but they did nearly 
beat Bases Loaded, so I guess that counts for something.  The lone bright spot has 
been Rob Hess, who has hit 6 home runs already, with 25 RBI’s.  The name of the 



game, though, is pitching, and they ain’t got much. 
10. Pat Muth’s Team (0-6):  If this team was looking to start really badly, then they 
are absolutely crushing it.  In all fairness, they have played BME and Bases Loaded, 
but they had a series with Sweet Browns where they were equally as bad, getting 
10-runned twice.  Again, it’s another team with absolutely no pitching.  Anyone can 
swing a bat, but in order to be even decent in this league, you need a pitcher than 
can go out and win most of the time.  Judging by the record, they’ve yet to find that 
pitcher. 
11. Shooting Stars (0-6): I don’t know about anyone else, but I am looking forward 
to the Pat Muth Team and Shooting Stars matchup.  The Stars have had a less than 
stellar start to the season, including giving up 37 runs to Sat Cru in one single 
game.  Needless to say, it’ll be a long season for the Stars, but as long as they are 
having fun…. 


